Abstract-Knowledge objects are an integration of the object-oriented paradigm with logic rules. The proper integration provides a flexible and powerful environment, as rule-based components provide facilities for deductive retrieval and pattern matching, and object-oriented components provide a clear intuitive structure for programs in the form of class hierarchies. Based on the knowledge object concept, this paper presents a factor-centered representation language, Factor++, which models logic rules into the object-oriented paradigm, and a scheduling system, Schedular, using the Factor++ framework. The construction of Schedular demonstrates that by using an object-oriented representation of knowledge objects, users can be given explicit control of the object hierarchy to customize the system to their particular needs, which includes letting users select among scheduling and other methods. In Schedular, rules are designed as derivation rules and constraint rules. The purpose of rules is either to restrict object structure and behavior, or to infer new data from the existing data. Rules are arranged in positions so that object methods are automatically firing up if environment changes are detected by these rules.
• Rules are embedded into objects. This helps to restrict objects' relation and behavior, as well as providing real-time inference ability to objects. Since a rule base is attached to just the object to which it relates, and because a complex problem is divided effectively by objects into many small and simple parts, the rule bases themselves are small and simple.
• Rules are defined as derivation rules and constraint rules.
The derivation rules in knowledge objects provide mechanisms for deriving properties of the complex spatial domains, and domain users' expertise. The constraint rules help to express the complex geometric, spatial and semantic constraints.
• Rules access internal states of objects as well as referring the global context. Methods are automatically fired when conditions are satisfied by derivations of rules. These rulebased methods provide a mechanism to hold knowledge of objects in order to adapt to the environment. The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II reviews the respective characteristics of the rule-based and object-oriented paradigms, discusses the integration of the two paradigms, and derives the concept of knowledge objects. The target of rule expressions-constraints in the object model are also discussed. Section III designs a factor-centered representation language, Factor++, which models rules into objects, and its inference mechanism. Factor++ provides facilities to represent all the information that can be represented in a rule-based representation language. Section IV designs Schedular using the knowledge object concept and the Factor++ framework. It begins with user requirements, and then builds the static and dynamic models. Next in the design phase, these models are converted into classes and objects, and the construction of knowledge objects is described.
II. KNOWLEDGE OBJECTS-THE INTEGRATION OF OBJECTS WITH RULES

A. Rule Based Systems
Rule-based systems (RBS) consist of two components: a set of assertions, and a domain independent interpreter, which is also called an inference engine.
The set of assertions can be further subdivided into a set of rules, which can be activated or fired by patterns in data, and a set of data structures (or facts), which can be examined or modified by rules. A rule includes a left-hand side (LHS), and a right-hand side (RHS). The LHS is responsible for examining items in the data structures, and the RHS is responsible for modifying facts in the data structures. The examination of the LHS involves comparing patterns associated with the LHS with elements in the data structures. The patterns can be defined in many different ways, such as strings, graphs, semantic networks, and even arbitrary segments of code which are capable of inspecting data elements. The modification in data structures by the RHS involves firing actions to modify data, rules, or even the environment.
The interpreter of a RBS uses a relatively simple match-select-act cycling model. The match phase of the cycle matches rules against the current set of facts. All rules that have their LHS satisfied by one or more facts are placed into the conflict set, which represents the set of all satisfied rules for the current cycle. The select phase is based on a global resolution strategy, which can order the satisfied rules on the basis of a number of static and dynamic attributes [29] . Once a rule has been selected for execution, the final act phase of the cycle performs the additions and deletions to the data structures to be specified by the RHS of the rule. The cycle is then repeated with the modified facts.
According to the operation of the inference engine, the RBS can be divided into two classes, forward-chaining systems and backward-chaining systems. Forward-chaining systems move forward from a set of facts toward a goal, which regulates the rules of new databases, while backward-chaining systems try to find support for a given goal among a set of facts possibly moving backward through a set of sub-goals, which controls the verification of hypothetical information.
The RBS uses rules with a high degree of structure, and it is a natural knowledge representation, in the form of the "IF…THEN…" structure.
B. Object-Oriented Paradigm
The object-oriented paradigm is built upon a sound engineering foundation, whose elements are collectively called the object model [2] . The class and inheritance features of the OO paradigm assist users to describe and define entities more naturally and emphasize the semantic rather than the syntactic content of applications. Users can thus incorporate more of the rich meaning of real world systems. Systems can therefore become more user-oriented than system-oriented. The encapsulation and dynamic binding of the object-oriented paradigm make the resultant software more maintainable, adaptable, and recyclable.
The object-oriented design is fundamentally different from traditional structured design approaches. It requires a different way of thinking about program decomposition and it produces software architectures that are largely outside the structured design culture.
The object-oriented technique is characterized by encapsulation, inheritance and dynamic binding, although, as a complete description, abstraction, modularity, hierarchy and polymorphism should also be included as features of the object-oriented technique.
C. Integration of Object-Oriented Design with Rules
The ability to combine object-oriented and logic programming paradigms provides an extremely flexible and powerful environment for developing knowledge-based applications. The rule-based paradigm provides us with general facilities for deductive retrieval and pattern matching, and the object-oriented programming provides us with a clear intuitive structure for programs in the form of class hierarchies. Therefore, it would be very useful if we can integrate both of them in order to exploit their synergism. The integration of both could also provide an ability to access the state of objects and their global context.
The integration of objects with rules are primarily motivated from the following notions:
• Rules are inefficient in structural representation. he encapsulation of all relevant information of a single entity is difficult with rule-based programming, while classes in object-oriented paradigm bind data structures and their operations that can be applied together into one package.
• Rules, in general lack software engineering devices such as modules, information hiding, and reusability to make them a viable choice for large scale programs, while the inheritance structure in the object-oriented paradigm allows one to specify common attributes and services, and then be able to specialize and extend those attributes and services into specific cases. The encapsulation and dynamic binding in the object-oriented paradigm encourage modular program development.
• The object-oriented paradigm is a powerful technology from software engineering and the database community, but it is weak in inference power for symbolic and heuristic computation due to its procedural origin. Another clear advantage of rule-based programming is that recursion can be easily defined within rules while difficult in objects. The rule-based programming expresses relationships between objects very explicitly.
• The object-oriented paradigm adds the ability to easily store large amounts of data and define complex data structures without having to split the data structure into atomic pieces or, incorporate the facts into rules. In fact, the statements that make up declarative rules are stored as statements within objects. There are two paradigms on the integration of objects and rules.
• Incorporating rules into objects. This can provide an heuristic procedural attachment to the operations of the data in objects.
• Embedding objects into rules. This paradigm uses rules to link objects by describing their relationships. In other words, this paradigm creates, manipulates and destructs objects in a rule-based environment. It is hard to say which of the above two approaches is superior in computational strength. Rule-based programming expresses relationships between objects very explicitly. However, they don't express updates clearly. OO programming is weak in inference power due to its procedural origin, but updates are defined clearly by assignments. It has the central ideas of encapsulation and reuse which encourage modular program development.
It is argued in [30] that it is undesirable to implement objects within rule-based programming, since rule-based programming is not as portable as OO programming. One way to get round this is to implement rules within objects. In Prolog++ [22] , for example, an object layer is designed as an emcompassing layer for Prolog rules. In this paradigm, objects can call Prolog rules without any special annotation, and if a Prolog predicate is redefined within the Prolog++ class hierarchy, the definition will be taken by default. Rules can be used to make an object's semantics explicit and visible [9] . They can also provide heuristic procedural attachment in methods. Actually methods within objects can always be implemented in the form of rules.
In a rule-based system, data in the working memory (or database) represents the state of the system and is used to fire rules. In an OO system, the state is characterized by the data items in objects. Therefore, it is also a natural integration of objects and rules to use objects as storage for the working memory in a rule-based system, and rules execute actions depending on the values of objects in the working memory. A number of AI tools such as CLIPS [10] have provided such facilities to embed objects in rules.
There have been many research efforts reported in the literature on the integration of the rule-based paradigm with object-oriented programming, some of which are reviewed in Sections II-C to II-E. Among others, agent-oriented programming [28] is along the line of incorporating rules into objects. Agentoriented programming is a specialization of object-oriented programming because the type and structure of the objects are always restricted. The only objects in agent-oriented programming are agents, which consist of beliefs, choices, capabilities and commitments.
In addition to the integration of rules and objects, there have also been many research efforts (such as [4] , [3] , [5] , [16] , and [18] ) reported in the literature on coupling rule bases and databases using either the entity-relationship or object-oriented data models.
D. Commercial Object-Oriented Techniques and Rules Integration
The first commercial software which integrates the object-oriented paradigm with rules is an expert systems building tool, KEE, which was introduced in 1983 by IntelliCorp. It provides developers with a number of very powerful features, such as demons and pattern-matching rules, which are only available in systems that provide both inference and object-oriented techniques. Successive integrations, such as Carnegie Group's Knowledge Craft, and IntelliCorp's Kappa, continue to expand the object-oriented capabilities with logic rules.
KEE uses object-oriented techniques for two different purposes. On one hand, it uses object hierarchies to structure the knowledge included in its expert system's knowledge base. On the other hand, it uses object-oriented techniques to create graphical user interface for its applications. The next generation of object-oriented expert tools such as Kappa, however, allow developers to create unique class-level slots (i.e., attributes in AI frames) and to specialize both slots and methods. They also allow demons (i.e., methods that are attached to slots or objects) and to be automatically fired whenever an object or slot is accessed or changed. In addition, Kappa also takes advantage of its inference capabilities to create pattern-matching rules.
These rules can do joins on instances of classes and therefore search for legal combinations more effectively.
KEE is a frame-based system [8] that integrates rules with objects. Like objects, frames make it easy to organize knowledge hierarchically. We can describe in a frame an object with its various attributes and other relevant objects and think of the frame as a single entity for some purposes and only consider details of its internal structure for other purposes. Procedural attachment is a particularly important feature. We can use procedural attachments to create demons, which are procedures that are invoked as a side effect of some other action in the overall system. Objects and frames both have identifiers (or names) and hierarchies, and both have procedures associated with the data slots. Both permit single and multiple data inheritance. However, there are also clear differences between the two technologies.
• Procedure activation. The procedures of frames, demons, are not directly activated by the programmer, rather they are activated by the situation, i.e., when a data slot is accessed, updated or deleted. This passive structure is in contrast to the methods of OO programming that are directly activated by the programmer by message passing. Also, polymorphism is not offered by frames although one can argue that it could be implemented.
• Encapsulation and private data in objects. Attributes in frames are always open for interaction with any and all pattern-matching rules. Prolog++ [22] is another commercial implementation of object-rule integration. Analogue to C++, which compiles C++ notation into C code, Prolog++ compiles its notation into PROLOG code. However, strictly speaking, it is a hybrid design of object-oriented and logic programming language, with which there is a portable layer on the top of a PROLOG system giving the benefits of the object-oriented paradigm.
Prolog++ supports abstraction, class, inheritance and dynamic binding. Since it is an object-oriented layer on the top of PROLOG, it inherits all the logic programming language properties that PROLOG has, such as unification, backtracking and so on.
There are also many other commercial tools, such as ILOG Rules [14] , which support both rules and objects. However, they do not support their integration. ILOG Rules is a fast rules engine. It compiles user-provided rules into C++ or Java, but its OPS-5 syntax does not allow the users either to incorporate rules into objects or embed OO features into rules.
With the knowledge object concept in Section II-E and its framework design in Section III, we do not specialize the object-oriented features in any way, in contrast to agent-oriented programming (see Section II-C) and frame-based systems (see above in this section). We also provide efficient representation and inference mechanisms.
E. Knowledge Objects
The application of the two paradigms in Section II-C could be either alone or cooperative, depending on the application domain. The usual approach is to choose one paradigm as the basis and build the other on the top of it.
From objects point of view, rules can be used as constraints of objects. These constraints can be divided into static constraints and dynamic constraints. The static constraints are built into objects as class definitions, by incorporating rules into objects using the object-oriented language facilities. The dynamic constraints are built as a rule base outside the objects, and can be referred by an inference engine.
Instead of emphasizing on the rule base outside the objects, knowledge objects attempt to maximize the heuristic functions inside objects and fall into the category of incorporating rules into objects. However, knowledge objects can also display the behavior of intelligent objects by wrapping rules outside objects in a rule base that is accessible to every object.
There are two strategies of integrating object-oriented and rule-based programming paradigms: logical emulation of objects and object emulation of predicates. The differences and similarities of the two approaches have been discussed in Section II-C. The first strategy emphasizes the process view of the system by logical rules. [27] , [17] , [33] , and [12] described systems designed with such a strategy. In the second strategy, class methods are described as a set of logical clauses, and therefore predicates are specified within classes. [6] , [15] , [23] , [21] , [24] , and [31] described systems with such a strategy. Factor++ and Schedular of this paper are also constructed by using object emulation of predicates. The reason for this is that Schedular requires to decompose at the top level a complex scheduling problem into objects (hence the OO features play a primary role) and use logical rules built inside objects to enhance the description of static and dynamic models of the system as well as providing inference power to deduce relative complex properties from object data.
In knowledge objects, rules access objects' internal states and their global contexts. The rules in knowledge objects derive new data from existing data as well as expressing constraints of the object model. The constraints in the object model is the topic of the next section.
F. Constraints in the Object Model
Objects' constraints are relationships between entities of an object model-entities here are objects, classes, attributes, links, and associations. Constraints exist both inside and outside objects.
Constraints within objects: A subclass in the object-oriented paradigm can either add new features to its inherited features from an ancestor class, which is called an extension, or it constrains (or restricts) ancestor attributes. For example, a subclass circle inherits the major and minor axes from ite ancestor class ellipse, while it constrains ellipse further in that the major and minor axes must be equal. In this case, restrictions also imply that a subclass may not inherit all the operations of an ancestor. For example, a circle class must suppress the unequal scale operation by an ellipse class, while on the other hand, an object that is declared to be an ellipse is not restricted to remain a circle even if its major and minor axes happen to be equal.
The class membership in the object-oriented paradigm can be defined in two ways: implicitly by rules or explicitly by enumeration [26] . A rule defines a condition for membership in a class, just as the definition of polygons, triangles, ellipses, and circles, is defined by mathematical rules. Explicit class membership by enumeration considers the objects to be a discrete unit with explicit properties. Its membership flows from its bearing attributes from its class, while in contrast, for a rule-based definition, class membership flows from its attributes' values.
Constraints between objects: Multiplicity means how many instances of one class may relate to a single instance of an associated class. It constrains the association, which restricts the number of objects related to a given object. For example, an employer's association with his/her employees is "one to many."
The other kind of constraints defines the relationship between associations. For example, a person class is a "member-of" the committee class, the constraint is "many-to-many." On the other hand, a person class is also the "chair-of" the committee class. Finally, the association of "chair-of" is a subset of the association "member-of." This subset constrains two associations between the person and committee classes.
Constraints of the above types ('one to many' and 'many-to-many') are normally part of the business rules in a problem domain. They have been a typical topic in entity-relationship data modeling [20] . However, there are other kinds of constraints introduced by [26] , such as derived objects, links and attributes, homomorphism (mapping between associations), and so on. Nevertheless, they all adhere to the same characteristic: they express application semantics explicitly.
The integration of rules with the object-oriented paradigm shows its great potential on knowledge-based systems. We believe that knowledge objects are useful for designing a new type of information system because of its powerful and flexible environment to model object hierarchies with constraints.
III. FACTOR++: A FACTOR-CENTERED REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE AND ITS REASONING
A domain expertise always comprises a set of concepts and the logical relationships between them. In rule-based programming, rules which describe logical relationships are the fundamental knowledge units, and concepts are embedded in the rules. Object-oriented programming takes the opposite way; classes that are used to describe concepts are the essential knowledge units, and all operations regarding an object are bound together into the object's definition. By embedding rules within objects, this section designs a factor-centered representation language, Factor++, which models rules into the object-oriented paradigm. Factor++ supports the knowledge object concept established in Section II-E. We demonstrate that Factor++ provides facilities to represent all the information that can be represented in a rule-based representation language.
A. Object-Oriented Modeling of Rules
The rule-based and object-oriented paradigms are both selfimportant and it is not appropriate to say that one should be the master and the other the slave in general, but depending on the application domains, choosing one of them as the basis and building the other on the top are necessary.
Factor++ is a new representation language based on the knowledge object concept. It models logic rules into O-O programming, and provides facilities to represent all the information that can be represented in a rule-based representation language, such as rule schema + rule body [32] .
1) Rule Schema + Rule Body: Rule schema + rule body [32] is a complete rule-based representation language. A rule base in rule schema + rule body contains a number of rule sets, each consisting of a rule schema with its corresponding rule body. Rule schemata are used to describe the hierarchy among factors or nodes in domain reasoning networks while rule bodies, which comprise computing rules as well as inference rules, are used to express specific evaluation methods for the factors and/or the certainty factors of the factors in their corresponding rule schemata.
A rule schema has a rule-like structure with the general form of: If then , where all of and are factors. A factor in rule schema + rule body is a name involved in a domain expertise. It can be a logical assertion, a discrete variable or a continuous, numeric variable. By representing explicitly numeric computation and inexact calculus as well as inference rules, the language supports a flexible way to process procedural knowledge and uncertainty. Further details with examples about rule schema + rule body can be found in [32] .
2) Factor++: A Factor-Centered Knowledge Representation: As mentioned at the beginning of Section III, a domain expertise always comprises a set of variables and the relationships between these variables. In rule schema + rule body, the variables are referred to as factors and the relationships are divided into two levels: rule schemata and rule bodies. In an object-oriented system, every entity is encapsulated into a class, a data structure combining the data properties of the entity and the procedures on the data. The data capture the attributes of the entity, and the procedures capture the entity's behaviors.
To integrate rules into objects by applying the knowledge object concept, we define a factor with a unique name (the identifier) in Factor++ by two characteristics in addition to those data and procedure properties that can be found from a class definition in the object-oriented paradigm a) the names of variables that are relevant to the definition of the factor and b) the relationships between the factor and the relevant variables. Each of the relevant variables here is also a factor in the problem domain. The first characteristic relates to the rule schemata in rule schema + rule body, and the rule bodies in rule schema + rule body can be represented in the second characteristic.
A factor is a relatively independent knowledge unit in Factor++. It can be described in extended Backus Naur form as follows. Definition 1: A factor combines a variable in a domain expertise, its data items, other relevant variables in the domain expertise that are used to define this variable, and the relationships between this variable and other variables.
The inference status of a factor will be mentioned in Section III-A4.
Definition 2: A terminal factor is an evidence factor, whose possible data items are supposed to be provided by the user.
Definition 3: A goal factor is not a terminal factor. Some rules and/or procedures in the domain expertise are required to evaluate each goal factor.
Definition 4: A premise link in a factor is organized as a list structure for a collection of variables. All the variables in the premise link form a logical AND relation, and when values of these variables are all available, the factor can be evaluated.
Definition 5: A procedure in a factor contains the domain expertise to evaluate the data items of the factor and/or the certainty factor of the factor. In each procedure, there may be one or more inference rules similar to those in production systems. The inputs to the procedure must be declared in a corresponding premise link of the factor.
A procedure in Factor++ corresponds to a rule body in rule schema + rule body. There is no procedure in terminal factors; however, there may be more than one procedure in a goal factor to define the evaluation of the factor and/or its uncertainty factor.
Rules in a traditional rule base have been divided into groups in Factor++, in a similar way as in rule schema + rule body, and have been embedded into factors. A knowledge base in Factor++ is a set of factor definitions, each of which is an independent knowledge unit.
3) Converting a Rule Base into Factor++:
The following procedure converts a normal rule base into the Factor++ representation.
Step 1) Create terminal factors. If a factor appears in the lefthand side of some rules and never appears in the righthand side of any rules, the factor is a terminal factor.
Step 2) If a rule contains two or more factors in the righthand side, split this rule into two or more, simpler rules so that each has only one goal factor. Step 3) Group the rules that have the same goal factor into one rule set. Each rule set formed this way corresponds to a factor in Factor++.
Step 4) Set up factors by filling out their components.
4) Reasoning with Factor++:
Reasoning with Factor++ starts with a goal factor (like a worker object in the Schedular system). With a given set of terminal factors (like fault objects in Schedular), we can determine whether a factor is one of the premise factors of a goal factor or not when the goal factor is being visited. If a goal factor is unknown, we can infer it immediately.
At each inference stage, a factor is in one of the following four states: 1) unknown; 2) instantiated; 3) failed; 4) chaining. The unknown status indicates that the factor has not been processed. The instantiated status means that the factor has data items in the working memory. A factor being failed means that the factor cannot be evaluated, i.e., there is not enough evidence in the working memory. The last status, chaining, indicates that the factor is being processed (and does not yet have all instantiated data items). Before a factor is processed, the inference status of the factor is always unknown. After being processed, the factor is either instantiated or failed.
When we match the factors on a premise link of a goal factor, we check the inference status of each of the factors on the premise link. If all these factors are instantiated, then we call the corresponding procedure of the premise link in the goal factor to evaluate the goal factor. If there is a factor on the premise link that is failed, the corresponding procedure is dropped immediately. If there is a factor on the premise link that is unknown, we move control to the unknown factor, try to evaluate it, and return after this factor is either instantiated or failed.
The time complexity of the above process is linear [19] to the number of factors and the number of rules, if there is no dead cycle 1 in a knowledge base in Factor++. Each factor is processed only once, and we always try a factor at the first time when it is met. After a goal factor is evaluated, it is treated as a terminal factor whether it is instantiated or failed, because its inference information is kept in the working memory. A rule within a factor is matched at most once. If a premise link in a factor fails to match the working memory, the corresponding procedure will not be called, and therefore the rules within the procedure will not be matched and executed.
B. Comparison Between Factor++ and Rule Schema + Rule Body
A premise link in a factor by Definition 4 corresponds to a rule schema with the factor as the goal factor in rule schema + rule body [32] . A procedure by Definition 5 corresponds to a rule body. Therefore, all information in rule schema + rule body can be represented in Factor++.
In rule schema + rule body, there may be more than one rule schema with the same goal factor; in Factor++, these rule schemata and their rule bodies are encapsulated into one knowledge object, which is the goal factor. A factor in Factor++ is a class, and therefore all O-O features such as inheritance and polymorphism are inherited in Factor++, especially when Factor++ is implemented in an object-oriented environment, like Schedular in Section IV.
C. Comparison Between Factor++ and Existing Approaches
We have provided a review in Sections II-C to II-E on existing approaches for the integration of the rule-based paradigm and object-oriented programming. These include agent-oriented programming and frame-based systems.
Objects in agent-oriented programming are restricted in their type and structure, because they concentrate on the representation of beliefs, choices, capabilities and commitments, rather than the advanced programming facilities for inheritance, polymorphism and dynamic binding. Agent-oriented programming is only a specialization of object-oriented programming.
As discussed Section II-D, there are also clear differences between frame-based systems and object-oriented programming in terms of procedure activation, encapsulation, and information hiding, and frames have never been designed to be a full programming system.
In contrast, with the knowledge object concept in Section II-E and its framework design in Section III-A, we do not specialize the object-oriented features in any way. Factor++ starts with object-oriented programming, so all object-oriented facilities such as inheritance, polymorphism, dynamic binding, and information hiding, are fully supported. In addition, we have provided efficient representation and inference mechanisms in Section III-A for the integration of rules into an object framework. We believe Factor++ is significantly different from existing approaches for the integration of rules and objects, and also the linear time complexity for reasoning with Factor++ in Section III-A4 is a nontrivial improvement over existing approaches for large systems development.
IV. SCHEDULAR: SCHEDULING WITH KNOWLEDGE OBJECTS
Scheduling can be defined as "… the allocation of resources over time to perform a collection of tasks" [1] . Scheduling is the process of selecting among alternative plans and assigning resources and times to the set of activities in the plan. These assignments must obey a set of rules or constraints that reflect the temporal relationships between activities and the capacity limitations of a set of shared resources. The assignments also affect the optimization of a schedule with respect to criteria such as cost, tardiness, or throughput. This section describes a specific scheduling problem and its solution, Schedular, using the Factor++ framework designed in Section III. It is intended as a demonstration of application of knowledge objects to solve a scheduling problem.
Structured design methods guide developers to use algorithms as their fundamental building blocks. A complex scheduling program like Schedular would require sophisticated algorithms to process the data if one follows structured design methods. The object-oriented paradigm, however, helps developers exploit the expressive power of object-oriented design and object-oriented programming languages, using classes and objects as basic building blocks. Instead of designing sophisticated algorithms, Schedular decomposes entities and their relationships into knowledge objects (or factors), while using logical rules built inside factors to enhance the description of static and dynamic models of the system, as well as providing inference power to deduce relative complex properties from object data. Since these rules are accessible by users, this implies that users can change some behaviors of objects by configuring different knowledge to objects. The reason for choosing the knowledge object paradigm (rather than sophisticated algorithms) is that scheduling is a very complex problem, and sophisticated scheduling algorithms are always computationally expensive [11] . By applying heuristic rules, the knowledge object paradigm aims for "reasonable" (rather than optimal) solutions and avoids extreme computational requirements. This has been one of the driving motivations for knowledge-based systems development.
A. System Requirements
Telecom manages the telephone network across Australia. To efficiently manage the network, many fault dispatch centres (FDC) are distributed across the country, and each FDC maintains a team of field workers (referred to as workers hereafter) to fix faults in several of their service suburbs. One of the daily jobs in each FDC is to dispatch workers to fix network faults in each suburb. This includes daily downloading of defect reports from the customer service representatives' (CSR) database (CSR is the operator service where customers call for their telephone defects), and schedule workers for the next day.
Consider building an object-oriented system to schedule workers to faults in each FDC. Rules should be incorporated into this system to provide better constraints representation and inference ability to the system.
The following requirements are listed as the basis of the system.
• Every afternoon before workers finish work, this system schedules available workers against existing faults for the next day (i.e., one day scheduling only).
• Faults are located scatteredly in suburbs. The urgency of a fault is identified by a priority integer from 1 to 9, where 9 is the highest priority. • Higher priority faults are more urgent and/or severe, and should be scheduled before low priority faults.
• At the initiation state, a worker is dispatched from the FDC to a suburb to fix a fault. It takes a fixed amount of time for each worker to travel to a fault. • A worker starts fixing a fault as soon as he/she reaches it.
It takes a fixed amount of time to fix a fault. The worker will then head for another fault.
• A fault in a suburb will be erased after a worker has fixed the fault.
• The schedule report should include fault details assigned to each worker, the time stamp and time taken traveling between different fault sites. Schedular is not a resource optimization program, instead, it is a resource allocation program constrained by business rules specified by users. This reflects the fact that in a rapidly changing business world, the policies and rules of scheduling are reviewed constantly and adjusted according to available time and resources. The following rules are built inside the knowledge objects of Schedular:
Attraction Rule To efficiently manage the workers and avoid the situation when all workers are going to one suburb with many faults, while ignoring other suburbs with less faults, a suburb with faults but no workers should be highlighted, so that urgent faults in nonattended suburbs will also be serviced in time.
If there is no worker in a suburb, the attraction generated from faults in this suburb is increased by a certain amount.
Selection Rule At the end of fixing a fault, a worker decides which suburb to go for the next fault to fix. A fault with a certain severity in the current suburb should be attended before faults with the same severity in other suburbs. Urgent faults should be attended before less urgent faults. If there is no urgent fault in any suburbs, go to the suburb with the most fault attraction. 
B. System Analysis
This section formulates the above problem into a mathematical model with an example data set. The purpose is to build a small scale system for conceptual design, without losing the major attributes and functions of users' requirements.
Assumptions After analyzing the user requirements, the following factors and their attributes are considered as essential for the system.
There are fault factors and their attributes: • location (either in suburb , or , or ) • priority (either , or or , or ). In this paper, we use to denote fault at suburb , with priority 9.
There are worker factors and their attributes: • current suburb (either in suburb , or , or ) • a list of faults that have already been assigned (e.g., , etc.) We use to denote worker in suburb , and has been assigned faults and . Further assumptions are:
• There are four suburbs maintained by one FDC, i.e.,
• For all workers to travel between two faults within one suburb (intra-suburb travel, e.g., from to ) takes one time tick, and traveling between two faults in two different suburbs (inter-suburb travel, e.g., from to ) takes two time ticks. i.e., . Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of location of the worker and the fault objects at the initiation state of a hypothetical scenario. As the figure shows, the fault dispatch centre (FDC) sits in the middle of all suburbs 2 . There are four adjacent suburbs ( and ), nine faults , and two workers ( and ). The spread of faults in suburbs is listed in Table I . In this snapshot, both workers and are not in any suburbs but in the FDC, while after the initiation state, and will leave the FDC to go to suburbs to fix faults.
Static Modeling
Traditional scheduling programs rely on complex algorithms in a procedural sequence, while in the object-oriented modeling, we eliminate the procedural algorithm and build interactions between objects to handle the scheduling. Schedular is not driven by any procedural algorithms, but by attractions between workers and faults. This can be explained by an analogy to the attractions between electrons and positrons in nuclear science as follows.
Imagine a flat table with a hole in the middle. Many electrons are positioned everywhere on the top of the table. A positron is popped out from the hole to the top of the table. The positron im- 2 If a worker is at the FDC then the location code is F (see Fig. 1 ). mediately 'feels' the attractions from all electrons on the table, however, the positron only moves to the most attractive electron, and then neutralizes the electron, while deciding the next most attractive electron to which to move. At the same time, other positrons are popped out and attracted by remaining electrons ….
In this scenario, the hole of the table can be thought of as a FDC, positrons can be thought of as worker objects, and electrons can be thought of as fault objects spread around the table. The key is the calculation of attractions between electrons and positrons. The calculation does not depend on a simple formula, but on consulting rules which are user specified. The positron does not move all the time. It has one of several states, and only moves at a certain state. The moving action is a method of positron objects, which is fired by a set of rules, and these rules generate new data from the object context and trigger the object's move method. Since the traveling time for intra-suburb faults is always one tick and for inter-suburb faults is always two ticks, there is no need for a two-dimensional space to express the geometrical space since the traveling time is not determined by the distance between faults, but just the homogeny of the worker's current suburb and the next suburb he/she wants to go. Thus we can simplify the scenario into Fig. 2 .
Complexity of the Scheduling Algorithm. Suppose there are workers and faults. Each fault can be assigned to any worker. So there are possible assignments, and the time complexity for a sophisticated scheduling algorithm would be which is nonpolynomial. However, the complexity of our attraction calculation above is linear to the number of faults, since each fault is checked only once for its suburb and priority. The worst possible case in our attraction calculation procedure is that at each time, all workers are attracted by one same fault but the fault can be assigned to only one worker, so the scheduling problem would require calculations hence the complexity is . Therefore, our attraction calculation avoids the nonpolynomial intrinsic complexity for finding an optimal solution of the scheduling problem.
In the simplified model in Fig. 2 , each axis represents a suburb (therefore, there are four suburbs). A digit enclosed by a circle on an axis represents a fault with its priority and location (for example, there are two faults with priority 8 and 6 on the axis). Since urgent faults should always be fixed first, we therefore design each axis as a priority queue. A priority queue is a structure where items are positioned by a sorting order. In this model, faults are sorted by priority and high priority faults are always placed close to the origin. This makes it easier for workers to pick up jobs since the inner-most fault in each priority queue is always the most urgent fault in this suburb. Note the following classes of objects in Fig. 2 .
• Fault objects (represented by circles with a digit inside, the digit standing for the priority of the object).
• Worker objects (represented by black dots); • Suburb objects (represented by axes in the graph).
Besides those objects we should also declare the following.
• As each FDC is located in the centre of its service suburbs, we can therefore consider the FDC as the origin of all axes. This is where the workers are created at the initiation state.
• A worker is first created in the origin, is attracted to a certain fault, and travels to that fault on a certain axis. After fixing the fault, he will be attracted by either another fault on the same axis, or by a fault on other axes.
• The time for a worker to travel to the next fault on the same axis is always one time tick, while the time taken to travel to the next fault on a different axis is always two time ticks. • The attraction received by a worker object on axis , assuming there are a total of four axes , and this worker has just fixed a fault on axis, can be classified as Total attraction from faults on axis Total attraction from faults on axis Total attraction from faults on axis . Total attraction from remaining faults on axis . The worker will either go to the (fault on the) next axis with the most attraction, or stay in the same axis if the current axis has the most attraction.
• In the above assumption, the total attraction of an axis is not necessarily the sum of all fault attractions on the axis. The calculation is manipulated by rules.
Dynamic Modeling
As mentioned in the previous section, the driving force behind Schedular is not by a certain procedural algorithm, but by attractions between workers and fault objects, which is analogous to attractions between electrons and positrons. All worker objects are either in the state of traveling or working. A worker picks up a new fault and starts traveling to that fault as soon as he/she finishes working on the previous fault. Therefore, the states of objects associate with time. However, we only need to consider the attractions in certain discrete time ticks. The reason we can make such a simplification is because all events mentioned here are taking an integer number of ticks (i.e., inter-suburb travel takes two ticks, intra-suburb travel takes one tick, and work on a fault takes two ticks). This implies that objects are in certain states in each time tick, and they will either stay in the same state or change to another state in the next time tick. This also implies that we only need to consider the attraction at the end of each tick. The change of states is controlled by a transition process described in Fig. 3 . The transition process is like a decision point and does NOT take time.
In Fig.3 , at state , worker object is at suburb and there are two faults ( and ) already assigned to . The suburb object has three faults and one worker in the suburb. Following a transition change to the next time tick , at state , the location of worker changes from to , and his assigned fault list increases from to . This indicates that has left suburb and arrived at suburb , while getting a new fault in his assigned fault list. Following the same transition change, the suburb object changes its contained faults from 3 to 2, and its contained worker from 1 to 2. This indicates that one fault has been fixed and a worker has entered the suburb.
Each transition change consists of two stages, querying rules and firing a method. The rules access the internal attributes of objects as well as their global context, and then derive data to fire the method of the object. For example, when a worker object wants to select a suburb to go after fixing the current fault, he will first query the selection rule embedded in the worker factor. The selection rule queries the number of urgent faults in the current suburb or in other suburbs, or calculates the attractions of other suburbs if necessary, then returns a best suburb for this worker to move to. The worker object then fires up the move method to move to that suburb.
C. System Design
The system relies on workers who are self-activating to find the most wanted fault themselves (at the end of time clicks). Therefore the solution is built incrementally (i.e., scheduling workers one time tick at a time) and opportunistically (i.e., each worker finds the most attractive fault among the remaining faults). Fig. 4 describes all factors (or classes) and their relationships in Schedular. Since worker objects are the only group of active objects that move around and hunt for faults, we therefore need to control the pace of hunting and realize the amount of faults left unassigned at a certain time. As a result, a schedular object is designed to send time ticks to all worker objects, and worker objects consult rules at each time tick to decide if they should fire up their move method. To effectively group worker objects together, we make a team object which logically holds all worker objects. Suburb objects are also built to hold all faults and all worker objects in the same suburb.
In Fig. 4 , the schedular is linked to workers via the team, and each worker object interacts with all suburb objects to access the faults left unassigned. We do not have other links than the explicit ones in Fig. 4 , and each "has" link is a sorted queue by either the priority integer (see Fig. 2 ) or the worker's identification.
The scheduling process can be described as the following object interactions. 1) Each suburb object creates fault objects in its region, and worker objects are created at an FDC. 2) The schedular object sends a time tick to the team object, the team object then distributes the time tick to all worker objects. 3) When a worker object receives a time tick, if he/she is not starting off from an FDC nor at the end of finishing the current fault, he/she will continue with his/her traveling or current work. 4) If the worker object just starts from the FDC, or is at the end of finishing the current fault, he/she is facing the decision of whether he/she should go intra-suburb traveling or inter-suburb traveling. This is actually determined by which suburb he/she should go for the next time tick. To make this decision, the worker object will query the selection rule in Section IV-A. If there are no urgent faults in any suburbs, the selection rule considers the attractions that the worker object is receiving from all suburbs, determines which suburb has the biggest attraction, and returns that suburb. Each suburb object calculates its attraction for this worker object by consulting its embedded attraction rule. The attraction rule indicates that if there is no worker object in this suburb and there is more than one fault object, then the attraction of this suburb should be enlarged by a certain amount. 5) After having decided the next suburb to go, the move method of the worker object will be fired up and move the worker object to that suburb. The worker will fix the fault with the highest priority in the suburb. The time of traveling depends on the location of the next fault. If the next fault is in the same suburb as the current one, the worker object will take one time tick to travel. If the next fault is in a different suburb from the current suburb, the worker object will take two time ticks to travel. After traveling to the next fault, the worker object will take the next two following time ticks to fix that fault. Immediately after the worker object picks up the fault, the fault will be added to his assign list, and then the fault object will be deleted from the suburb. 6) At the time the worker object makes selections via consulting the selection rule, the selection rule checks if the worker's working hour is close to his/her maximum working hour. If so, the worker object will finish the scheduling. 7) After all worker objects finish scheduling, the assign list of each worker object contains all faults assigned to the worker.
D. System Implementation
The Schedular is implemented in C++ and compiled with Borland Turbo C++ compiler Version 3.1. Each of the factors in Fig. 4 is implemented as a C++ class.
The object-oriented design in Factor++ breaks down this scheduling problem into many separate smaller problems, therefore the complex scheduling is performed by relatively simple methods. These simple methods allow easy inclusion of rules to alter planning methods in certain circumstances. Because each factor represents such a small part of the overall problem, the rules required for each factor are simple, few in number, and tailored to each factor's methods. Almost no interaction occurs between the rules because they are related only to the knowledge objects to which they are attached. The small number and simple form of the rules make it easier for users to enter and change these rules themselves. Rules can either be hard-coded or provided via a text editor. In the latter case, users are allowed to enter and change rules in a flexible way, and a C++ processor is available to convert these rules into a C++ implementation of the Factor++ representation in Section III. In either case, the inference engine in Section III-A4 is implemented as a generic C++ procedure and can be called by any classes (factors) in Fig. 4 to perform reasoning on derivation rules.
Rules in Schedular can be divided into two categories, derivation rules and constraint rules. The derivation rules infer new data from the existing data and the constraint rules restrict object's structure and behavior.
The implementation of Factor++ for the Schedular system is not simple, because we had to provide facilities in the implementation to interpret rules in factors and achieve the linear time complexity in Section III-A4. Rules are embedded in objects, but the user can change them via a text editor and the changes are automatically processed by a C++ processor and incorporated into relevant factors when Schedular runs.
E. Related Scheduling Systems
Scheduling problems can be divided into two broad categories-operations research and artificial intelligence (AI) [7] . Operations research emphasizes on sophisticated algorithms for optimal solutions and is computationally expensive [11] , while AI scheduling stresses the crucial importance of efficient representation and heuristic, reasonable solutions. Scheduling is often regarded as an optimization process where limited resources are allocated over time among both parallel and sequential activities. Scheduling methodologies generally fall into two camps: constructive methods and repair methods. The constructive approach incrementally extends a partial schedule until it is complete, while the repair method iteratively modifies a complete schedule to remove conflicts or to further optimize the solution [34] . Schedular falls into the camp of constructive methods.
There are other research efforts in the literature which also take the AI approach to tackle scheduling problems. A similar application to Schedular is [13] , which introduces an objectoriented, rule-based system to schedule space shuttle missions by NASA. The system is called automated manifest planner (AMP). AMP is a flexible, comprehensive planning tool created using object-oriented design and programming techniques and draws on other areas in AI to meet the requirements for manifest representation, design and analysis. In AMP, the object-oriented representation is employed to capture ground rules, constraints, activities, missions, vehicles, and resources. For example, the following rule expresses the influence of a payload on the flight duration by evaluation and assignment to objects:
IF STS: Payload == Atlas THEN STS: FlightDuration = 9
The rule states that if the mission's payload is an ATLAS-type (atmospheric laboratory for application and science) payload, then set the duration of the mission's flight to be nine days, two days longer than the average. However, AMP and other research efforts have implemented rules in an ad hoc manner in its objects. They do not allow the users to enter and change rules, and do not provide efficient representation and reasoning mechanisms as in Factor++.
V. CONCLUSION
Constraints are one of the major characteristics of many types of applications [25] . Conventional business systems such as DBMS and CAD can not handle them efficiently. The best way to describe constraints is to use a declarative language such as rule-based programming. Therefore, embedding rules in object-oriented design in the form of knowledge objects is very beneficial to constraint-rich applications.
The construction of Schedular demonstrates that by using an object-oriented representation of knowledge objects, users can be given explicit control of the object hierarchy to customize the system to their particular needs, which includes letting users select among scheduling and other methods. By mixing and matching different methods for different objects and even entering rules to alter those methods, users can create, in some cases, very complex methods of their own. These object-oriented features together with the embedding rules make knowledge objects useful for designing a new type of information system because of their powerful and flexible facilities to model object hierarchies with constraints.
Factor++ and Schedular have explored and implemented techniques for knowledge objects. The future research of knowledge objects might be using other object-oriented languages such as JavaScript, which better support the user access of logic rules. The other extension of Schedular is to assign skill types to both worker objects and fault objects. This implies that a worker with a certain skill can only fix faults with a certain problem type. This extension will make the scheduling process of Schedular more complex since the match process between workers and faults needs more conditions to consider. Other functions such as query and analysis for worker's workload can also be built inside Schedular to demonstrate the analytical strength of knowledge objects.
